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1	   MEETING	  OVERVIEW	  
	  
1.1.	   ADMINISTRATIVE	  

Date Issued  28 July 2011 

Recorded By Robert Chai	  

Vetted By Mark Chen 

	  
	  
1.2.	   MEETING	  LOGISTICS	  

Meeting Date  28 July 2011 

Meeting Time 7:30 pm 

Meeting Location SIS Level 5 Meeting Room 

Attendee(s) Kenneth, Mark, Robert, Chris Boesch 

Absentee(s) None 

	  
	  
1.3.	   MEETING	  AGENDA	  

1. Front-end team update  
2. Reprioritization of Pivotal Tracker tasks 
3. Paper prototype 
4. Tasks to accomplish before acceptance 

 

	  
	  
1.4.	   RELATED	  FILES	  

Nil 
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2	   MEETING	  MINUTES	  
	  

S/N Point Discussed Details Action By Due Date 

 
1 Front-end team update  

 
- Kenneth briefly discussed with Chris 
- back-end team has decided to start afresh and code 
from scratch as separating Django from python is taking 
too much time 
- Frontend is working on the first batch of static html + 
design interface 
- Robert informed Chris that the current prototype’s look 
would be based on the old design but a new look will 
slowly be implemented in the near future, as the team 
intends to rebuilt the html pages from scratch and 
needs more time to focus on the codes before the “new 
look” is updated. Chris is very eager to see the “new 
look”. 
- Chris would like to know “What is the One New thing 
that is exciting about your new site presentation” 
- Chris likes the new logo of Pivotal Expert 

  

2 How ideas are discussed 
amongst the team 

- Chris talked about how project teams in the industry 
used sticky notes and pasting various ideas on the 
board during discussions 
- Would like to know how to team discuss when the new 
idea comes out; he wants us to minimize problems in 
communications in future 
- Ideas on sticky notes can be added or removed 
whenever they feel something is amiss, and can be 
removed immediately 
- A big board of ideas is also recommended, but 
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depends on whether the team wants to take it up.  
- Payper prototyping is important especially where there 
is a lot of clickable controls, so that ideas can be 
changed or improved on the spot. Can add new colors 
and roughly give it a look on how it is going to look like 
- Sometimes it is more worthwhile to have both digital 
Paper prototype and the printed version as ideas can 
be exchanged more easier on paper 
- Main idea is to clear up all the confused ideas and 
minimize confusion between team members and the 
client. 
- Paper prototyping is aimed at saving pain for the team 
as most teams don’t prepare, resulting in clients and 
team having different perceptions of the scope. The 
outcome for past teams is usually the clients are taken 
aback by the negative impression of the outcome. 
- Clickable powerpoint is also a good tool to keep the 
team up to date with the latest design and it is a good 
tool to update the client and what area / links on the 
actual site is clickable or workable prior to coding. 
- Issues are usually Time, Cost, Features and a good 
balance between the 3. 

3 Using Angular JS - - Angular JS actually helps because usually jQuery 
codes can’t be tested by the backend coders, Angular 
JS allows proper testing and allows loading data from 
static pages, through REST, JSON and most 
importantly, RUNNER-Tester of Angular JS.  

- - Angular JS is cool and allows the team to be forefront 
compared to other teams. 

- - There is Unit-Testing and End-To-End Testing to look 
into. 

- - End-To-End Testing does a full testing on the front-
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end codes, without a need to setup a server, as data 
can be loaded from static json files. 

- - Selenium would do testing for POST requests, while 
Unit-Testing is for specific function calls. without 
needed to implement Selenium at all. 

- - GitHub access types: 
- Master > Fork > Clone to own computer > Push back to 

Fork  
4 Sharing of Paper Prototype - “New look” design will come later 

- Chris likes the mailbox idea on the top 
- User can be both Buyer or Developer 
- Display of PRIMARY role, so that “current” interface 
can allow the user be more productive while on the 
page 
- Sort order for projects (default sort order – what and 
why you use the specific sort order? Personalization 
of sort order; eg. Don’t want Android projects, and it 
will go to the bottom of the search / display list). 
- Allow user to select his preferences during 
registration to aid in the personalization of sorting the 
project list 
- Additional function for analytics of ROI for 
developers 
- keep track of all conversations involved, but think 
through how to manage some projects might want to 
be kept private, etc. 
- The moment the buyer accepts a bid, money is 
escrowed from his PayPal account for the first 
iteration only. He will not be able to retrieve this 
money, no matter what the circumstances are. We will 
have to display this warning when before the buyer 
click accept. 
- After the first iteration is over, the buyer can choose 
to accept or reject the deliverables. If accepted, 
money is released to the developer.  
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- If the student submitted more than one week's worth 
of iteration plan, the buyer will have the option to 
continue or drop the developer. If he drops, the 
developer, the buyer can repost the project 
- If the student drops the project midway through, the 
buyer can repost the project. 
- Buyer can utilize the money earned, projects 
completed and badges to judge the quality of the 
student 
- Proposal by developer should mainly consist of 
weekly bids and number of iterations involved, with 
rough details of what each iteration will be delivered. 
- Relationship between Buyer and Developer is not a 
marriage but just dating, they can quit on each other 
anytime.  
- Set a money goal like $100 of drupal projects, to 
earn the drupal badge on PivotalExpert 
** Make sure Paper Prototype 
(Printed/Digital/Both) is always ready before 
meetings so that Chris can be comfortable on 
confirmed ideas before we move forward 
** Chris wants to see the website go LIVE with 
Paypal by Acceptance Presentation 

5 Others - - Chris does not want students to be exploited through 
the use of ratings on projects; Consider how we can 
further prevent students from being exploited for their 
job done for the project. Reconsider about whether to 
put in the rating system as Buyer may end up abuse it 
to exploit students. Ratings may still be added but lasts 
for a week. Therefore the main idea of having the Buyer 
Pay First directly to PivotalExpert to hold onto the cash, 
so that the payment will still be made through to the 
student developer, so as not to exploit students in the 
process. 

- - Figuring out what this projects makes it so special in 
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truly helping students out there to have a chance to 
work on cool things and earn experience and a little 
cash to it. Real cool projects for students who do not 
have a chance to come to SMU and bring talents to 
buyers to realize their dream, and it will only cost them 
just $5… Which is the price of a latte. 

- - Iterations is based on 1 iteration per week. 
6 Random Ideas During the 

Meeting 
- - Use Dating / Marriage ideas as video introduction to 

PivotalExpert. 
- - Maybe can have a beautiful SMU girl react about the 

situation of how we can promote the website in a video. 
Have silly / funny video antics. Have story / passion / 
narrative; eg. 1 buyer hiring 2 developers > 1 girl dating 
2 guys who will code for her, etc. – Ideas can be used 
to deliver during Mid-Terms or Finals to play and 
display for presentations 

  

7 Next Supervisor’s Meeting 
Expectations 

- - Paypal must be working; it can be ugly, but it must 
work with just a few simple pages. We do not need to 
finish other functions such as accepting a bid before 
getting PayPal up.  

- - Get ALL Paper Prototype Done and 1 page 
working for the Acceptance Presentation as a basic 
requirement; Mainly is about What and How we 
going to go about doing our project, Does the team 
know what the client wants, show the Progress that 
we made, what we have done for the last 4 months, 
what have we accomplished, have we accomplished 
anything? Assigned roles, learning codes, focus on 
what we’ve done so far and why what we have done 
in the first place. The REAL Progress and to show 
Is The Team Ready to Start on the actual Project? 

- - Paper Prototype of all the functions / pages to be 
developed for the website for the LOCAL concept 
(Singapore) 

- - Prioritization of existing functions to be up first 
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** Minutes are assumed to be read by all parties involved. 
** Minutes with no comments for 3 working days from the day it was sent to client is assumed as confirmed and agreed by both parties. 
	  

	  


